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How much do we understand of
our own creative process? And
how much are we willing to
explain it, to frame it for the
outside world to understand it?
Is eventually our vision a private
thing that should be understood
with no words? Or is questioning

oneself a necessary process to
become the artist whom we are
meant to be?
© Marie Laigneau
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INTRODUCTION

Foreword
This book came to life as I was discussing with Matthew Cope, a fellow street photographer, in my home in London. He told me that he absolutely
refused to describe what he does and why, arguing that his photography should speak for itself. This led us to uncover the premise that creativity in
street photography remains a black box for many of us. We have no idea how photographs come to life – what drives us to shoot at any moment in
time. And while we can see narratives emerging from our work, we can’t easily put them into words, either for ourselves or for others. From this
starting point, I decided to investigate the process of creativity and vision through contacting and interviewing eight of my favourite street

photographers. A whole discovery process started from there: breaking down one element at time to understand what creativity was made of. But
also looking at the broader perspective to understand the journey it takes to build an original vision with one’s work. After months of unpacking an
incredible amount of insights and perspectives, I have finally finished this second ebook: An Exploration of Creativity. The first chapter looks at the
street photographer’s creative paradox to frame the challenge. The second chapter focuses on analysing the 3 elements fueling creativity in street
photography: the external environment, our internal experience, and artistic influences. Finally, the last chapter explores the journey it takes to build
an artistic vision over time, both original and sustainable. I have based most of this book on insights from the photographers I have interviewed. My
role was only to make sense of it – to organize it in a structured manner so that it would be made more accessible to you, dear readers.
I wish you a happy exploration.

Marie Laigneau
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Starting point: there are two sides to creation

Inspiration

Technique
•

•

Understanding the impact of the

the world, to others, to oneself

choices we make on the viewer
•

Understanding how things work with
one another to create meaning

•

Mastering composition and technique
to shoot fast and intuitively

Understanding oneself – how we relate to

Where
magic
happens

•

Defining a unique style or artistic vision
guiding the work we do

•

Nurturing and expanding our creativity
through ourselves and others

eBook #1

eBook #2

Storytelling for Impact

Exploration of Creativity
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Rohit Vohra

David J. Carol

Rammy Narula

Nima Taradji

Mike Lee

Melissa Breyer

Martin U. Waltz

Arek Rataj

Through the lens of eight contemporary street photographers, we will explore in this book the workings of our creativity – decoding a
mysterious process as unique as the artists themselves. David Carol, Rammy Narula, Rohit Vohra, Mike Lee, Melissa Breyer, Martin Waltz,
Nima Taradji and Arek Rataj – You’ve inspired me. I can’t thank you enough for your unique insights and perspectives. Marie Laigneau

Chapters
1. The street photographer’s creative paradox (p6)

2. Elements of creativity in street photography (p13)
3. Building a vision: a journey to self-discovery (p53)
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I

The street photographer’s
creative paradox
© Arek Rataj
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CREATIVE PARADOX

Introduction
My first step was to understand the characteristics and boundaries of street photography as a genre. By
understanding those, I was hoping to better frame the creative challenge that street photographers often face in order

to produce original work aligned with their vision.

I therefore asked street photographers about their definition and approach to street photography, as well as the key
differences between street and other genres. From their answers, I extrapolated two major characteristics of the
genre that present, in and of themselves, critical challenges to the creative process.
Yet, that’s also because creativity is hard in street photography that it is so appealing to us. That’s because there are

limits and constraints set from the start that we can produce even more creative work in the end.
That’s what I call the Street photographer’s creative paradox.
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CREATIVE PARADOX

How can we define street photography vs. other genres?
“Documentary photographers almost always have an agenda and present their story through facts
about a situation. Street however doesn’t concern itself with the truth; it’s more about effectively telling

a lie that happens for a brief moment.” Rohit Vohra
“Street photography has the ability to document while documentary has the definite intention of
recording history. Documentary photography can be candid, but street photography is defined by its

candidness and is expressed through unpredictable actions that lead to a decisive moment.” Rohit Vohra
“Street photography, in many cases, is an artistic endeavor as opposed to documentary work. The
photographs almost always end up focusing on the artist herself/himself and tells her/his inner story.”
Arek Rataj
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CREATIVE PARADOX

Street photography occupies a unique space within photography
Objective
Externally-focused

1

2

Planning approach: is

Photo-journalism

the starting point for a
shot an idea or a

Documentary

Commercial

feeling/experience?

Travel
Portrait

2

Subject orientation: is

Conceptual

Experiential

1

Start with an idea

Start with an experience

the outcome an objective

Urban

or subjective view of

Street
photography

reality?
Fine art

Subjective
Internally-focused
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CREATIVE PARADOX

Planning approach: Conceptual vs. experiential
Let’s first talk about the approach taken to create a street photography

Rohit Vohra talks about spontaneity to define his street photography

shot. There are, in David J. Carol’s mind, two different types of

approach. “All my images are spontaneous. There are times when I find a

photographers: those that he refers to as conceptual who start with an idea

spot interesting and wait there. It’s more to see if anything unfolds and I am

or a concept in their mind to look out for a shot. And then there are those

rather impatient, 5-7 shots and I move on. While working on a street series,

that he refers to as experiential, who unlike the conceptual ones, rely on

I am the same, I go where the light or smell takes me”. In fact, street

their instinct to see and capture a potential moment – “like a compulsion, a

photographers believe in the power of coincidences, and this is what

feeling” that drives them to take the shot.

photographer Arek Rataj has in mind when he says: “The vast majority of

A street photographer belongs to the second category, as quite clearly
expressed by Melissa Breyer: “Everything, from the backdrops I’m drawn

photographs taken within so called situational photography are based on
serendipity.”

to, to the light I’m seeking, to the people who catch my eye, is all

In other words, we can’t predict a shot. It either happens, or it doesn’t. The

determined by an inner pull. And while sometimes I consciously release the

nature of street photography is the moment, defined by its candidness and

shutter at a very precise moment, it is more often based on intuition and it

spontaneous nature. As Rohit Vohra perfectly summarises here, street

happens unthinkingly.” So this is the unfolding moment itself that drives us

photography is the opposite of planning: “Documentary photography can be

to shoot – not a pre-determined idea or outcome as seen in other

candid, but street photography is defined by its candidness and is

photography genres.

expressed through unpredictable actions that lead to a decisive moment.”
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CREATIVE PARADOX

Subject orientation: Objective vs. subjective
Let’s now look at the subject of a street photography shot. While obviously

Arek Rataj concludes by saying: “In many cases, street photography is an

taking for inspiration the external world, does street photography really

artistic endeavor. The photographs almost always end up focusing on the

concern itself with the truth? No, says Rohit Vohra: “Documentary

artist herself/himself and tells her/his inner story”.

photographers almost always have an agenda and present their story
through facts about a situation. Street however doesn’t concern itself with
the truth; it’s more about effectively telling a lie that happens for a brief
moment.”

This subjectivity element is also reflected in the manner in which we
capture the world. Melissa Breyer explains: “I approach my work more
from the style of a painter, for which I am classically trained. So, for
example, whereas a photojournalist would use a deep depth of field to

There is therefore a subjective aspect in street photography that is absent

accurately get the context and details, I shoot very shallow to isolate and

from other genres like documentary photography. While both of these

abstract. I’m more interested in exploring beauty and mood and trying to

genres take the external world as a starting point for the imagination,

express what it feels like to be in the city through visual cues and effects

Martin U. Waltz explains a critical difference between the two:

rather than the detailed facts.” And this is why street photography poses a

“Documentary photography has for subject the external reality. But in street

real challenge in terms of creativity: finding inspiration both in the outside

photography, I shoot what I feel is interesting in the outside world, not what

world and in oneself, to capture an unpredictable moment whose reality

is interesting from a factual basis. This is really more about how I relate to

only exists at posteriori, after applying a large dose of subjectivity. Not a

the world, than about the world itself.”

simple thing to achieve, you will agree that much!
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The street photographer’s creative paradox

•
•
•
•

A creative process based on intuition – hard to
understand, even more so to rely upon

How can we develop a unique voice in

An art form reliant on serendipity – driven by
chance and coincidence in the external world

street photography given these creative

An overly personal endeavor - requiring to get in
touch with one’s deepest feelings in the moment

delicate balance of chance vs. talent, and

constraints? How can we master the
of coincidence vs. intentionality?

Very popular and competitive art genre – many
good “technicians” making it hard to be original
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II

Elements of creativity in
street photography
Image by Melissa Breyer

Creativity is made of 3 different elements

1

2

3

External environment

Personal experience

Artistic influences

Our thoughts, feelings and
unique ways of relating to
the world

Artistic influences and
encounters that are
shaping how we see

The people, places and
situations that we come
across on the streets
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112. The environment

The people, places and situations that we come across
on the streets – the external stage, as it appears to us.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

Introduction
Street photographers have a fascination for the outside world
which they perceive intuitively. Many have a strong
attachment to places, associated with different approaches.
In this first section, we will explore the role of the external environment in
the image-making process, notably understanding the importance of
places and locations in defining the set of opportunities. For street
photographers, the outside world is ultimately their stage: this is the place
where images come to being, and realize themselves in front of our eyes.
In this sense, images would never exist without a world outside of
ourselves, a world filled with people and cities that tell interconnected
stories. The world, in essence, is our greatest source of inspiration – life is
the raw material, as Martin U. Walz beautifully explained, and we are the
gatherer of this raw material. Without it, our art wouldn’t exist.

© Mike Lee
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THE ENVIRONMENT

The world is our stage
1. The importance of cities. For street photographers, cities

But it’s also the belief that through developing a unique relationship with

oftentimes are as important as the people inhabiting them. Cities have a

places, we can start to see differently – beyond the common and the

soul of their own, that many photographers will aim to capture. In fact, the

obvious. To tell certain stories, it’s easier to come back over and over again

individual stories of people that we shoot doesn’t interest us as much –

to the same places that we have grown to know intimately.

they will remain strangers whom we will never see again, and probably

3. An intuitive understanding. Street photographers display an

never speak to. Cities are perceived as a limitless source of inspiration
for street photographers, never fully knowable, always changing, a stage
where stories happen magically – right in front of us, in the most
unexpected settings.

instinctive and intuitive understanding of their surroundings – whether
familiar or unfamiliar to them. In fact, many of them can’t say for sure why
they took a specific shot, and how they’ve come to take this shot, as so

much of this process comes naturally to them. Yet intuition as magical as it

2. Intimate relationship to places.

Many street photographers

seems, can be nurtured through continuous analysis and exploration of

have an intimate understanding of their cities and neighborhoods. They

one’s and other’s work. This intuitive understanding of their surroundings

repeatedly come back over and over again to the same places, the same

allow them to see stories beyond the reality of a single subject. As HCB

streets, neighborhoods, to whom they attach particular feelings and

explained in The Decisive Moment, this intuitive quality is fundamental in

expectations. For example, crowded places will lend themselves to much

perceiving the realization of an event happening in the external world, and

closer and personal images, whereas architectural areas will spark ideas

the simultaneous orchestration of forms able to tell this event. Yet

for minimalist photography.

oftentimes, this event finds itself at the intersection of people and the city.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

The world is our stage
4. Coincidences and serendipity. As importantly perhaps,

5. Candid images, subjective POV. When it comes to shooting

street photographers believe in the power of coincidences, and in the

and framing, street photographers are extremely attached to the idea that

principle of serendipity - being there at the right time, at the right place to

they are shooting candid, non-staged captures of people in the street.

capture a unique moment. Their approach to capturing the external world

They have a desire to remain true to the scene they are seeing, with its

is in essence filled with mindfulness. Like Rammy Narula said, being a

imperfections and chaotic elements. In this sense, they consider their

street photographer is belonging to the moment. This is why street

images to be documentary in nature (i.e. not manipulating what the

photographers never plan – not planning and letting themselves be

photographer sees at any moment in time). In reality however, street

surprised is a huge part of the joy they take from the experience. If they

photographers are not bound by telling the truth with an objective point of

were to plan or stick to an idea, they would miss great opportunities

view. Their choices of composition, angles, distance and focus will all

happening around them. Of course, a certain level of pre-determination is

ultimately create the story, much more so than the subject alone. We could

somewhat inevitable. While we don’t plan, the weather, moods and light

also argue that certain types of shots, such as humans in architectural

will all influence what we shoot. After years and years of practice, we

settings, illustrate a form of “calculated candidness” where composition is

know how to maximise the opportunity during grey days. This doesn’t

more deliberate and precise, and the “moment” is in fact a succession of

mean that we have anticipated everything, but our mind and eyes might

possible moments.

be searching for subtle hues and layers that sunny days will not provide.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

Case study: Mike Lee
Mike Lee doesn’t reflect on what he does: his mind is always
searching for the next shot. He trusts his instincts to lead him the
way. Mike shoots from 8 to 10am every day, on his way to work,
capturing the lively and rushing morning life of NYC. His work is at
times blurred and angled, and reflects his obsession of capturing
the story in front of him – much more so than capturing it
technically, which is only his second priority.

Mike Lee never plans, it’s part of the joy he takes from the
experience. He remains conscious of his surroundings and is a
keen observer of the world around him. In fact, he started street
photography to become more aware of the city and the people,
outside of his world centered on his child. His images reflect an

© Mike Lee

intuitive understanding of his surroundings, but equally a desire to
seize and embrace this world through photography: “You run to and
embrace the world – it doesn’t come to you”.
20

Mike Lee
“To quote Anais Nin: ‘I will not be
just a tourist in the world of images,
just watching images passing by
which I cannot live in, make love to,
possess as permanent sources of
joy and ecstasy.’ You either do, or
you don’t. I pick up my camera and
document what I see.”

© Mike Lee

“ I don’t plan, which is part of the joy I take from the experience.
That’s why so much of my work is described as either “shit” or
“spontaneous.” In actuality, I just work conscious of my
surroundings and hope for the best. This remains a learning
process for me. You run to and embrace the world—it does not
come to you.”

© Mike Lee

© Mike Lee
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© Mike Lee

© Mike Lee

“I never think in series, or I would consciously be locking myself out of other
possibilities. In comparison, fiction requires plot, action and strong characters,
with specific needs to drive the readers attention from beginning to end. When I
shoot, I feel unconstrained and a sense of joyful freedom that allows me to do
what I want.”
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THE ENVIRONMENT

Case study: Arek Rataj
Arek Rataj has a special interest in what he calls “situational
photography”, a larger umbrella of terms inclusive of candid,
unplanned, un-staged photography – whether on the street or not.
Immensely obsessed with faces and micro-expressions, Arek fully
believes in the principle of serendipity. His quest so far has been to
reveal to the outside world these truthful expressions that come to
being in front of his eyes.

While his photography is inherently more about subjects and faces
than the city itself, all elements within the image corroborate to
create strange, intimate portraits of strangers with a darker,
sometimes sinister mood. Once he has identified an interesting
subject, his focus turns to understanding how to approach the

subject, how to frame technically, and how to remain invisible all the

© Arek Rataj

while to capture a unique moment.
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Arek Rataj
“As a man who has non sexual
fetish for faces, my photographic
interests revolves around human
micro expressions. And most
probably it can be called my 'style',
although I was not really aware of
that till the moment someone
suggested it.”

© Arek Rataj

© Arek Rataj

“ The vast majority of photographs taken within so

called situational photography are based on
serendipity. It depends on the place – the more
compact is the place, the bigger chances to capture
valuable and desired content.”

© Arek Rataj

“What I focus when a situation presents itself? How to silently
approach the subject. How to frame it in a correct manner. How to

perform it right in technical terms. How to act as if nothing
happened.”

© Arek Rataj
© Arek Rataj

THE ENVIRONMENT

Conclusion
▪

The city is the street photographer’s real stage – images
happen in front of them, not when they try to control them.

▪

The city is nearly as important as the people themselves.
Combining elements together allow stories to be created.

▪

Street photographers believe in the concept of serendipity and
coincidence, taking a mindful approach on the street.

▪

They have a particular attachment to places that they know
very well, having formed an intimate relationships with them.

▪

Their style and comprehension of their surroundings is highly
instinctive and intuitive at all time.

▪

They nearly never plan their shots in advance, yet are
influenced by factors like weather and light.

▪

They thrive to take candid photographs, but not to emulate the
truth – their POV is subjective.

© Arek Rataj
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22. Our experience

Our inner thoughts, feelings, and unique ways of relating
to the world – how we feel internally.
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OUR EXPERIENCE

Introduction
Being a photographer means learning how to see – but the
way we see is heavily tinted by our own experiences: how we
relate to the world, and to ourselves
In this second section, we will explore the role that inner experiences –
our thoughts, feelings, moods and desires – plays in the making of an
image. As Arek Rataj remarked: “Street photographers are not interested
with the facts, they end up telling their own inner stories instead”. Given
such a high level of subjectivity, it’s even more important to understand
the power of emotions and moods on what we create, and further on,
developing greater awareness of ourselves. Understanding who we are,
what attracts us, and what makes our work unique in a way, is a critical
step in finding one’s own voice in street photography. The more we know
about ourselves and our art, the more we can become whom we are

© Melissa Breyer

meant to be.
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OUR EXPERIENCE

Stories come from within
1. Seeing beauty in the world. In essence, street

2. The depth of the mind. Many street photographers have sooner

photographers are not interested in showing the real world around them,

or later realized that recurring patterns and themes have been emerging

but in the possibility of turning the mundane into the extraordinary. While

across their work. Arek Rataj never consciously realized his obsession for

being keen observers of the world, it is not the world itself that makes

micro-expressions until it was pointed out to him. Similarly, Nima Taradji

street photographers see what they see, but the specific way they relate

discovered that hands played an important role in many of his images when

to the world. And it is as much a thought as it is a feeling that bring them

David Carol mentioned it to him. It appears that our work is filled with inner

to specific scenes and subjects. As Melissa Breyer beautifully explained:

symbols and themes that are very unique to us – in other words, a

“I feel something from what I am seeing – and my hands make the

representation of our feelings and desires, whether we are conscious of

camera follow suit”.

them or not.

Yet recognizing such beauty requires a very personal, intimate

The importance of our personal experience is even clearer when we look at

relationship with the world, and oftentimes results in stories that tell more

the output that we’ve produced. “All my pictures look the same” says David

about ourselves than the world around us. When describing her

Carol. While he tried to produce something new, more edgy, more serious

Waitresses series, Melissa Breyer said that her work was closer to a self-

when he was younger, notably using many different formats of lenses and

portrait than a documentary. She recognized herself in these women, and

cameras, he realized that he was still producing images that “looked like

was more interested in capturing moods and subtle hints of their lives

him”. This unconscious part of us appears to have a strong influence on our

than exposing their real story to the world.

personal vision in street photography.
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Stories come from within
3. Emotional attachment. Many street photographers have

comes to choosing her subjects. Our internal moods are therefore

experienced an emotional attachment to certain pictures displaying

intrinsically linked to creativity. Moreover, it seems that moods can also

objective shortcomings. It is as if the experience of shooting this image

influence directly the type of images that we make. Martin U. Waltz explains

was enough to make them fall in love with it, after the fact. Our internal

that he alternates between two different mood states: Introverted vs.

experiences as such strongly influence what we shoot, but also how we

extroverted. While his default state is introverted, resulting in precise and

appreciate and edit our work. Winogrand was quite aware of this fact,

sophisticated compositions, he’s started to enjoy acting as an extroverted.

and always recommended to wait “at least 6 months” before looking at

In this latter mode, Martin gets very close to his subjects, entering their

your pictures. “Photographers mistake the emotion they feel while taking

private space to take raw moments of life. Mood shifts therefore result in

the picture as judgment that their photograph is good.” While this length

vastly different sets of images for Martin.

of time will rarely apply to the digital photography world, it’s important to
realize the power of emotions when it comes to assess the value of our
work.

5. Blurring the boundaries. Street photography is art, and for this
reason, street photography is life as well. Our personal experiences can
have a huge impact on our art. Rohit Vohra, for example, keeps a diary with

4. Mood and creativity. For many street photographers, “seeing

text and drawings, and messages addressed to his late wife. It has become

the world differently” requires to be in a specific mood, in a certain state

a log of his life, a trace of time passing, and a critical source of creativity for

internally. It requires Mike Lee to “get into the right internal rhythm”, while

his photography. He notes down questions and thoughts that stick in the

Melissa Breyer confesses following her moods when it

corner of his mind and change the way he sees.
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Case study: Martin U. Waltz
Martin U. Waltz is a gatherer of raw material – his work is
authentic, raw, and inspired by the flow. From this raw material,
Martin aims to see and reveal the beauty in the mundane. But as
Martin says “it’s a learning process, and it never stops”. To refine
his personal vision, Martin pays attention to patterns and themes
emerging across his images, eventually aiming to create a “unique
narrative between himself and his work”.

As a street photographer, Martin U. Waltz alternates between two
modes: introverted vs. extraverted. The mood states have a strong
influence on the images he will be making: introverted will lead to
sophisticated compositions where Martin observes the world but
doesn’t engage in it. Extraverted will lead on the contrary to

positioning himself at the heart of the action, in the middle of the
flow – with personal, subjective close-ups taken at short distance

© Martin U. Waltz

from the subjects.
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Martin U. Waltz
Martyin:

© Martin U. Waltz

“I consider myself a gatherer of
raw material. Whatever I do, it is
raw, genuine, authentic – I want
to convey the beauty of the
mundane. But my work heavily
depends on my mood – my
default mood is introverted, yet I
increasingly enjoy acting as an
extraverted.”

In introverted mood,
Martin observes the
world without engaging
with it, passively and at
© Martin U. Waltz

a distance, resulting in
intricate, sophisticated
compositions and
storytelling.

© Martin U. Waltz
© Martin U. Waltz

© Martin U. Waltz
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© Martin U. Waltz

In extraverted mood, Martin’s work becomes
very close and personal – entering the private
sphere of his subjects to initiate a response and

capture raw moments inspired by the flow.

© Martin U. Waltz
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Case study: Melissa Breyer
Melissa Breyer creates moody, dreamy pictures of New York,
a stage that she never tires to explore. She shoots very shallow to
isolate and abstract, emphasizing impressions and visual cues
rather than revealing the detailed facts. Her motivations are simple:
she’s interested in capturing how it feels to be in the city.
Melissa’s work is intensely personal and intimate – a reflection of
her own stories and moods that she projects on the world around

her. She describes her recently published Waitresses series as
“much more of a self-portrait than a documentary”. For Melissa, a
day’s shooting is primarily define by her mood, which sets the stage
right out of the door. Weather and light go hand in hand with mood
for her, further defining her subjects and scenes. As Melissa

describes herself: “Everything is determined by an inner pull. It’s
like a magnet; I feel something from what I’m seeing and my hands

© Melissa Breyer

make the camera follow suit.”
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Melissa Breyer

© Melissa Breyer

“Several lifetimes ago I tumbled into
the gritty wonderland of New York
City and landed a job at a little
restaurant in the West Village. A few
restaurants and quite a few years
later my service adventures came to
an end; but whenever I see women
© Melissa Breyer

working in restaurants lost in thought,
I’m reminded of those freewheeling
daydreams. I wonder, what are they
thinking about? What are their
stories? My imagination begins
creating narratives for them; these
women are so much more than their
jobs and I see their grace and dignity
even in the smallest of gestures.”

© Melissa Breyer

© Melissa Breyer
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“In reality, Waitresses is much
more a self-portrait than a
documentary. I’m more interested

in exploring beauty and mood and
trying to express what it feels like
to be in the city through visual cues
and effects rather than the detailed
facts. Everything, from the

backdrops I’m drawn to, to the light
I’m seeking, to the people who
catch my eye, is all determined by
an inner pull. It’s like a magnet; I
feel something from what I’m

seeing and my hands make the
camera follow suit.”

40
© Melissa Breyer
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Conclusion
▪

Street photographers are not interested by the facts, they often
tend to tell their own inner stories.

▪

Seeing the beauty in the mundane requires to experience the
world differently, trusting our instincts and feelings.

▪

What we see and how we see is determined by both conscious
and unconscious factors that are unique to us.

▪

Recognizing patterns and themes emerging from our work is
critical to develop a unique voice and vision.

▪

Street photographers tend to become emotionally attached to
their images, making it hard to self-edit their work.

▪

Mood influences our images and sets the stage for a day’s
shooting – it is a key driver of creativity.

▪

The boundaries between photography and life are often blurred,
and our personal history changes what we see.

© Martin U. Waltz
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332. Key influences

The people and art that are shaping the way we see – an
ongoing dialogue with the world.
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KEY INFLUENCES

Introduction
Photography is a constant dialogue between the artist and
the external world – a refined stream of ideas that nurtures,
inspires, and guides artists in their photographic journey.
Sometimes we meet an artist who will define forever how we see, and
sometimes these are the multitude of interactions we will have with others
– our mentors, peers and critics alike – who will push us further in our art.
The commonality here is that no artist creates in a vacuum, in an ivory
tower. We are all susceptible to be influenced by those who’ve changed
art before us, and by those who will come next. And this is because our
art belongs to something greater than ourselves that it will be able to
touch people we don’t know, whom we’ve never met. In this chapter, we
will be looking at the role played by these external influences on how we
think, create, and evolve our street photography – through an ongoing

© David J. Carol

dialogue taking place with the world.
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KEY INFLUENCES

A dialogue with the world
1. Artists as social beings. All artists, street photographers

2. The role of mentors. More common in Eastern civilizations than

included, belong to a world much greater than them. A world with whom

within our Western traditions, mentors – whether official or not – are a key

they interact and exchange ideas, find new sources of creativity, question

element of growth and becoming for street photographers and artists.

and challenge themselves. We may be producing images for ourselves,

Mentors are there to guide us, to help us change or evolve direction with our

but would we do it if we had no audience? It’s unlikely that art would play

work. They are essential as artists are in constant change themselves, and

the role it plays in our society if it was not used as well as a two way

in constant need to redefine their art along with this change.

communication medium. To put it simply, we need others to create art,
and others need our art to become themselves. This ongoing exchange
has a tremendous impact on our own creativity as an artist: from the art
created by others to the feedback we receive from our peers, we keep
evolving our vision through these interactions. As Arek Rataj pointed out:

For Rohit Vohra, now a mentor himself, it was a meeting with his mentor
that acted as an eye opener a few years back: the challenge was not B&W
vs. colors, it was really about form vs. content. This realization made him
focus on content first, which totally changed the way he sees, and heavily
impacted both his B&W and color work from that point on.

“Influences from others are felt both consciously (through new ideas and
experimentation) and unconsciously (intuitive triggers happening on the

Interestingly, it seems that whatever we take from our mentors is more akin

street)”. Therefore it’s both conscious and unconscious material that we

to an organic learning process: it has to come from inside of us for us to

take from others, from their art, their ideas and their dialogues with us.

make good use of it. Following a mentor blindly will only lead to emulating
that person, and not developing a real artistic self.
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KEY INFLUENCES

A dialogue with the world
3. The need for perspective. As previously discussed in this
book, others are also critical to self-awareness. There are so much that
we can see and notice about our art without external perspective. Others
not only bring an objective opinion devoid of emotionality, they can also
see unconscious patterns in our work that our mind is not seeing and

Rammy Narula found the color work of Harry Gruyaert to be a strong source
of inspiration for his project Platform 10, his favourite authors and artists
always in the back of his mind as he formed a new idea for a project.
Melissa Breyer takes inspiration from NYC writers as she goes out looking
for possible shots.

understanding yet. Arek Rataj and Nima Taradji saw these patterns

5. A medium for other arts. As interestingly, some of the

emerging through interactions and feedback from others: they were

photographers I interviewed were also skilled at other arts – and actually

literally pointed out to them; Rammy Naruma got help from David Carol,
his friend and editor, for putting together his first photo project.

started like Melissa Breyer as a painter, or like Mike Lee as a writer. Mike
Lee, after spending some years focused on his child, started doing

4. A thirst for culture. Perhaps not surprisingly, all interviewed

photography again as a mean to reconnect with his surroundings, and

photographers are deeply cultivated, with a thirst for discovering and

deepen the depth and quality of his writings (characters, details). He since

consuming other forms of art such as books, music, painting, cinema as

then has continued to use both medium for creativity, and even use entire

part of their everyday life. They see art as a continuous fuel of inspiration,

photography series as inspiration for new short stories and novels. Some of

and are unstoppably curious about other artists, new exhibitions and art in

his written work now include his own photography – as an ongoing dialogue

general.

between his words and his images.
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KEY INFLUENCES

Case study: Rammy Narula
Unlike many street photographers, Rammy

Narula works on

one project – or one central idea – at a time. While his projects
evolve organically, he recalls being greatly inspired by many artists
– looking for Tarantino-like drama on the streets, or for the colors
and shadows present in Harry Gruyaert’s early photographic work.
Highly talented but equally very cultivated, Rammy effortlessly
merges styles and art to produce unique series – his artistic
influences coloring his vision of the world and pushing him forward
in his discovery of himself.
Rammy Narula believes in the power of coincidences: his love for
street photography stems from the unpredictable nature of the
world around him. His vision is elaborated and complex, dramatic

and meditative at once. Each project brings a little more light, and a
little more depth into his multi-faceted world – a gracious nod to the

© Rammy Narula

artists that have shaped the way he sees.
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Rammy Narula
“My vision is a constant
exploration: I become drawn to
a subject for a while whether I
intend it or not – and it becomes
central to my work. Artistic
influences are constantly in the
back of my mind, reminding me
of possibilities, pushing me
forward in my next project.”
© Rammy Narula

© Harry Gruyaert

“You are what you eat: anything that you consumes is what
you get. And I feed myself a lot from film directors – Torentino,

Wes Anderson - to color photographers – Harry Gruyaert,
Ernst Haas. Platform 10 was born out of this vision.”
© Rammy Narula

Harry Gruyaert, 1985
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Platform 10 took 5 years to
be completed, using many
different techniques in the
same location, for a short
window of time: 20 minutes
everyday. Rammy’s initial idea
was strongly influenced by
Gruyaert’s color work, but
evolved organically.

Experimentation and

© Rammy Narula

© Rammy Narula

persistence were key to
produce a consistent and
unified vision behind this
project – which led Rammy to
publish eventually his first
photography book (Peanut
Press 2017). The objectivity
from peers and mentors was
critical to editing and finalizing
this significant photo project.
© Rammy Narula

© Rammy Narula

KEY INFLUENCES

Case study: Mike Lee & Melissa Breyer
Mike Lee and Melissa Breyer had fallen in love with art
way before they took on photography in earnest. Melissa started as
a painter, a career that she wanted to pursue professionally for a
while. Mike comes from a family of visual artists, and has been a
writer since he was a child. Photography, to them, came later in
their life, and their work is tinted by the many influences they’ve
gathered over time. Melissa sees the world as a painter, capturing
blurry, imperfect images hinting at the essence of life, as opposed
to making factual statements. She takes her influence as well from
NYC writers most specifically, whose words are like songs in her
mind as she captures the world around her.
Mike Lee not only writes and photographs in his idle time: he

actually uses his photographs as inspiration and material for his
future short stories. He needed to reconnect with his environment:

© Mike Lee

photography gave him the fuel for his imagination.
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The voice of writers by
Melissa Breyer

© Melissa Breyer

Melissa Breyer has in her head the texts of her favorite
New York writers when she walks across NYC in search of
her next shot: “What inspires me? The wistfulness of Edith
Wharton’s New York, especially the dynamic between the
constraints of the gilded age and the inner lives of women;
the journalistic detail of Herman Melville; the vibrant urban
voice of Junot Diaz; the lyrical observations of Pablo
Neruda.”

© Melissa Breyer

At the intersection of arts
by Mike Lee
“I think as a writer, so the story comes first. Most of the
stories I’ve written or published in the last several years
are inspired by what I shoot—along with work by other
photographers—so story is paramount. Catching it
technically is a need, but not my first priority. The light of
Hopper and the geometry of Rotchenko also have had a
major influence on the way I see, but I never stick to one
style. I have my own, unique vision of things.” Mike Lee

© Mike Lee

© Mike Lee

KEY INFLUENCES

Conclusion
▪

We do not create art in a vacuum, and our art is greater than
ourselves – which is why the external world matters.

▪

External influences are expressed consciously (in ideas) and
unconsciously (as intuitive triggers on the street).

▪

Photographers need others to see their images objectively, and
increase their understanding of themselves.

▪

In particular, having a mentor is seen as critical for growth and
evolution as an artist – as we are ever changing.

▪

Street photographers are incredibly cultivated, with a deep and
wide knowledge of art across man genres.

▪

Some photographers commonly use their proficiency in other
arts to fuel their photographic work.

▪

External influences are seen as critical to continuously get
inspired and push one’s own boundaries.

© Arek Rataj
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III

Building a vision:
A journey to self-discovery
© Rohit Vohra

132. Vision and unicity

Building a unique vision or voice: what does it
mean? The paradox of unicity.
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VISION AND UNICITY

What does having a vision mean?

We’ve already seen in this book that our creativity is driven by

unique vision really mean? Rohit Vohra describes it as

internal and external elements that are unique to us – namely

“developing a unique voice in street photography capable of

our experience, the environment, and critical influences in our

influencing others”, while Mike Lee defines this as

lives. All these elements already mean that our vision of a

“developing a unique style combined with a powerful

particular scene will be unique to us. As Rohit Vohra said

narrative”. In essence, a vision is a unique way of seeing and

very well: “We are the director of this shot. Should we have

capturing the world that transcends every picture one takes,

taken this shot some milliseconds before, or using a slightly

creating a sense of consistency and unicity in one’s work. It

different angle, this would have resulted in a very different

means stepping away from imitating others in order to create

shot. Street photography is highly subjective for this reason.

images that are truly ours: unique in themselves, yet

But moving away from a single shot, what does building a

consistent and recognizable as a whole.
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VISION AND UNICITY

Building a vision over time
Building a vision, for a street photographer, can be
incredibly difficult at times. Because a photographer is

•

not planning consciously his shots, it is hard to create

“I admit I was naïve about what the hell I was doing until one day I was in a
café watching and realized I got my eye back. From that point on, the train

an output that shows unicity and consistency. It’s as if

started rolling.” Mike Lee

trying to take the best shot coming in front of us, all the
while making sure that this shot reflects our unique
way of seeing the world, not anyone else’s. Not a

•

simple task to achieve, for anyone!

“My style found me when I stopped trying to have a style. Despite my
yearning otherwise, I kept coming home with moody/abstract/pretty photos.

Winogrand used to say that a photographer should

So I decided to go out and take whatever I was drawn to.” Melissa Breyer

take 10,000 images before figuring out who they are
and what they do. And indeed, it takes time and
practice to reach a level where an artist develop what

•

“I found myself slowly, through doing 25 years of assignments. Before that, I

we call a unique vision – a style, a voice – that is

was interested in taking important pictures like Robert Frank. Nowadays, the

consistent across their work and resonates with others

subject doesn’t matter anymore. Only the story does.” David Carol

in the street photography world.
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VISION AND UNICITY

Case study: David J. Carol
David J. Carol aims to paint the absurdity of the world, a
constant theme tying together a 35 year long career as an artist
and professional photographer. For David though, his photographs
are primarily a reflection of who he is: “all my pictures look the
same. I am just being myself.”
When he was younger, David tried to be edgy, to take intelligent
shots, to always create something new. He shot with many different

formats and lenses with the hope that something new would come
out of it. He now understands that ultimately, he takes pictures for
himself – pictures that look like him, and he remains the only judge
of whether he’s been successful or not. After years of practice, the
importance of the subject is no longer relevant to him. He can

afford to take the images that he likes, favoring unexpected
moments over events with historical significance. The story is all

© David J. Carol

that matters to him nowadays.
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David J. Carol
“Most of the time I'm just acting and
speaking spontaneously. It's only in
hindsight that I see the logic. This
certainly applies to my photographs
as well…I try to portray the
absurdity of the world, but
eventually, I am the only judge of it.
No one else can tell me whether I
have achieved it”

“I take pictures for myself.
Before you reach this
conclusion – and it took me
25 years to get there – you
can’t really produce

anything that is yours”.

David photographs the
relation between people
and the absurdity of this

world. But he’s the only

© David J. Carol

© David J. Carol

© David J. Carol

© David J. Carol

judge of whether he
delivers against this vision.
He found himself slowly,
through doing 35 years of
assignments. Earlier, he
was interested in taking
important pictures like
Robert Frank. Nowadays,
the subject doesn’t matter
anymore. Only the story
does.

For his first book, David
decided to place the
foreword written by Anne
Wilkes Tucker as an
afterword, in order to let the
public decides for
themselves – deciding not to
reveal his vision before they
had experienced his images.
© David J. Carol

© David J. Carol

© David J. Carol

© David J. Carol

VISION AND UNICITY

The paradox of unicity
David J. Carol has clearly established a style and a voice in

On the other side of the spectrum, some photographers favor a

photography, and the thematic homogeneity of his images –

project-based approach to their work, so consistency and

across both new or old work – appears clearly to the viewer.

unicity are more easily shown within a project or series, as

However, not all photographers follow a similar approach, and

opposed to the entire portfolio. Rammy Narula’s vision is a

the meaning of unicity and consistency can largely differ based

constant exploration for him: he gets drawn to a subject for a

on what drives you as a street photographer.

while whether he intends it or not – and it becomes central to

As an example, here’s what Mike Lee says about style and
unicity in his work: “You have to develop your own style, but it
doesn’t mean that you have to stick to one style or form of
composition for the rest of your life. I like to play across a large
sets of styles influenced by Saul Leiter, HCB, Lee Miller, Robert
Frank for example. I still see unicity in my work across these

different styles – my pictures are still mine.”

his work. Now that he’s done with Platform 10, he’s moving on
to a very different subject, about patterns in light. His work is

no longer about people at a particular location, but about colors
and light everywhere. Change is key for him – his creativity is
tied to a subject, one at a time. He doesn’t come back to
creating the same images over and over again, and keeps
evolving with his each new subject.
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VISION AND UNICITY

Conclusion
▪

A vision means creating a unique voice or style in street
photography, that is recognized within the artistic community. In
other words, it means creating photographic work that is clearly
distinct from others.

▪

Building a cohesive vision means achieving a level of
consistency and unicity in one’s work, which is often a
challenge for emerging street photographers.

▪

It takes time and self-knowledge to be able to create something
truly unique, meaning that the evolution is long and requires a
high level of maturity from the photographer.

▪

Some photographers keep producing the same pictures with
high level of consistency in their work, while others display
more diverse styles sometimes dependent on the project they
are working on.

▪

Very often, the work we produced at the beginning of our
journey will be greatly influenced by others, while the more we
know ourselves, the more we are able to find our style.

© David J. Carol
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232. Self-discovery

Why we take pictures on the first place: it’s all
about understanding oneself.

64

“Are you taking pictures for people
to like you? What you need to learn
is not how to take pictures, but why

you take pictures of strangers that
you will never meet again.”
Rohit Vohra

© Rohit Vohra
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SELF DISCOVERY

The importance of understanding the why

One of the most important insights from this project, for me,

All too often, younger photographers tend to emulate their

was the necessity to question the why we are doing the things

mentors or idols, trying to impose a style to their work which

we are doing. I had always suspected that without an answer

they believe will attract attention from the audience. But the real

to this question, very little could come out of our work. But

work starts after that. The technique, the copying is only there

seeing that so many photographers agreed, and had slowly

to put the bases in place. After all, no work is purely original,

resolved to answer this question for themselves, made me

and we all copy someone without intending to because some

realise just how important this was. And indeed, building a

photographs have marked us and will remain with us. But that is

vision is a journey to self-discovery. Images tell as much

not enough. The difference between talented artists and would-

about ourselves as artists as they tell about our subjects. In

be artists lies in their understanding of themselves and their art.

street photography, where subjectivity is king in contrast with

It starts with acknowledging that unless we define what makes

documentary or portrait photography for example, this is even

us unique, we won’t achieve this level of unicity that is required

more true and required to succeed.

to have a singular voice in the field.
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SELF DISCOVERY

A three step journey

1. Acquiring the
technique

2. Imitating our
mentors

3. Finding what
makes us unique
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SELF DISCOVERY

Succeeding in this journey

The first step in the process of developing a vision is to

While many photographers achieve a satisfying level of

acquire the technique. David J. Carol notes in his interview

technicality, we all face the fear of not doing anything relevant.

that learning the technique was critical to get him where he

But measures of relevance are hard in the artistic world, and

was today. He’s now able to take the shot of what he sees,

this leads many young photographers to emulate their mentors

just the way he’s intending to – and by doing so, he has

versus developing their own style. As Rohit Vohra highlights,

removed a significant barrier and can entirely focus on the

“As a mentor, your students tend to emulate your work without

story unfolding in front of him. Martin U. Waltz explains that in

trying to be themselves. They can see now through social

his extravert mode, where he consciously enter the private

media what works, what’s trending, and that influences them to

sphere of his subjects, a lot of practice was required to take

produce the same images than everyone else. At some point in

the right shots intuitively, leaving intact the experience of

their career, they will need to learn to make photographs for

shooting. Both photographers have acknowledged the

themselves, and to turn away from their peers and mentors. But

necessity to take away the need to think about the tool, as a

that takes courage, because it’s safer to copy the best versus

way to more centrally focus on the possible stories instead.

suggesting a different way.”
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SELF DISCOVERY

Knowing the why: photographers’ testimonies
“I am a gatherer of raw material. I am inspired by the flow, by the moment.
My work has a clear intent: creating beauty out of the mundane. I then look
for patterns emerging from the raw material – an ever changing narrative
between myself and my work.” Martin U. Waltz
“When I shoot, I feel unconstrained and a sense of joyful freedom that allows
me to do what I want. I don’t reflect on what I do – my mind is constantly
searching for the next shot. I trust my instincts to lead the way, and I never
plan, which is part of the joy I take from the experience.” Mike Lee
“I shoot for myself, it makes me happy. I am not a greedy shooter like a lot of
photographers I know. I am happy to step out and come back without a shot.
I shoot very little now and only press the shutter when a scene intrigues me,
if it moves me or if I see something unusual. The urge is to capture that
moment, not necessarily to share it with the world.” Rohit Vohra

© Martin U. Waltz
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SELF DISCOVERY

Knowing the why: photographers’ testimonies
“I’ve always been an obsessive maker of things, photography makes a
continuation of that possible in a life leaning towards having fewer actual
things. At this point, making more stuff seems unsustainable, so making
photos is a fabulous way to indulge in creative gluttony. There is also the
ineffable pleasure of walking through the streets of New York City.
Everyday here is history in the making, and I am so fortunate to be
experiencing it.” Melissa Breyer
“As a man who has non sexual fetish for faces, my photographic interests
revolves around human micro expressions. I am interested in situational
photography, which really is an umbrella term to include candid, social,
documentary photographs of people.” Arek Rataj
“A street photographer believes in the power of coincidence. I became a
street photographer to bring myself back into the moment”
© Rammy Narula

Rammy Narula
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SELF DISCOVERY

Case study: Rohit Vohra
In 2004, when Rohit Vohra got his kids, it all came back to him:
the joy, the experience, the value of having images for the future.
Photography became his break, his “me time” and getting the
results had never been the point for him. The camera in fact is a
tool against shyness for Rohit - with a camera, he becomes more

social, want to travel and discover the world. He becomes another
person, more social and extraverted.
For Rohit, finding his voice in street photography is all about
creativity – and creativity is the contrary of predictability. In fact, a
few years back his mentor commented that his B&W photography

was now easily recognizable: “That made me uncomfortable rather
than making me happy. I don’t like being predictable and I didn’t
want to be a slave to a style and got back to color. I like doing new
things and experiment a lot.“ Now a mentor himself, Rohit aims to
support younger photographers in their quest to finding themselves

© Rohit Vohra

artistically, whatever risks they need to take to get there.
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Rohit Vohra
“I shoot for myself, I am
happy to step out and come
back without a shot. I only
press the shutter when a
scene intrigues me, if it
moves me or if I see
something unusual. The urge
is to capture that moment, not
necessarily to share it with
the world.”
© Rohit Vohra

“Creativity means finding a unique voice for oneself. It is the contrary of predictability.
I went back into color photography to learn to see content, after my mentor thought
he could recognize my B&W work all too well. This changed the way I see today, this
really changed my photography”

© Rohit Vohra

© Rohit Vohra
© Rohit Vohra

© Rohit Vohra

© Rohit Vohra

“I am always thinking: what’s next? Can I do something differently? I look
for joy, for inspiration. And this requires setting new constraints to keep
challenging myself, such as mobile photography or flash photography as
I have done most recently.”
© Rohit Vohra

SELF DISCOVERY

Conclusion
▪

A vision is not about how we take pictures, but why we take
pictures on the first place.

▪

There’s a learning curve for each artist where they’ve got first to
learn the technique, then imitate their mentors / peers and
finally detach themselves to find their unicity

▪

Mastering the technique is critical to allow ourselves to focus
exclusively on the elements of the story as it happens, not on
how to take the shot

▪

Imitating our mentors and peers is oftentimes a necessary step
before developing a unique style. However, social media makes
it harder to define a unique style, as copying what works
appears the safer option

▪

Finding a style or voice doesn’t mean that we need to stop
searching and challenging oneself. Some photographers thrive
on constant challenges of their style

© Rohit Vohra
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323.

The power of narratives

A dialogue with the world: the power of unique
narratives to convey meaning
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NARRATIVES

Narrative in street photography: revealing a paradox
By its own spontaneous and candid nature, street photography doesn’t
often lend itself to the creation of intentional narratives. Why? Because
narratives assume that several photographs make sense together to tell a
particular story, evoke particular feelings, build upon common themes. But if
each shot is an unique as our vision of the world in this moment, can
narratives ever exist in street photography? Can the lack of planning and
premeditation be somewhat overcome to create a piece of work that tells
something bigger than each shot on its own?
Rohit Vohra shares: “I rarely take photographs with a series in mind.
Sometimes a strong photograph will lead to an idea and that idea will stay in
the subconscious mind, patterns emerge and you soon know there is a
potential of a series. Most of my series have started with a few existing
photographs or at least one strong photograph, but I have never
© Rohit Vohra

consciously looked for the next shot. It’s only while I am taking a shot, or a
little after it that I might feel it fits well in an existing series.”
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NARRATIVES

The role of narratives in sharing with the world
Yet, most often than not, published artists and photographers have been
able to present their work with a specific angle and narrative, a way to
create sense out of an accumulation of images, whether in the context of
an exhibition, a publication in a magazine, or the creation of a photobook.
Photographers, this is a fact, do not randomly display their images. They
think through them carefully, and organize them in ways that create
meaning and communicate something unique about their work.
Melissa Breyer shares: “To get published, it’s important to think through

narratives and series. Telling the specifics of one’s work is an essential
factor in getting seen.” While she considers most of her work to be an
ongoing series, she now enjoys smaller bodies of work. From a street
perspective, she’s quite content with where she is. Yet she’s always
hoping that there will be something new, a small change that will keep her

curious and interested in street photography. Some idea that will flourish

© Melissa Breyer

and become a whole narrative on their own.
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NARRATIVES

The different ways to articulate narratives

Narratives can be told at portfolio-level, expressing the intent
behind an entire body of work, or may be expressed through
smaller bodies of work: whether a set of images working

together as a series or the output from a project
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NARRATIVES

On the creation of a portfolio (1/2)

Building a portfolio requires to select images that provide a consistent
view of the work. For a portfolio to be remembered, there must be strong
unicity in the work being showcased, unicity in places, time, styles, moods
or subjects / situations.

Martin U. Waltz has the ambition to move beyond single images to create
a narrative more specific to his work – with consistency in places,
subjects, location. This is why on his website, he removed all photos not

taken in Berlin. Indeed, after showcasing images from all locations for a
while, he realized that his travel photographs could never really expressed
the same raw feeling that he tries to convey through his work. But Martin
doesn’t stop there: he continuously pays attention to the recurrent
elements in his photography to refine his style and unique vision – e.g.,
repetition in moods and situations, and eventually create a “unique

© Martin U. Waltz

narrative between myself and my work”.
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NARRATIVES

On the creation of a portfolio (2/2)
In photography, Mike Lee believes that you need a style or narrative to go
with your own work. Photographers need to define what street photography
means to them if they ever wish to create interesting work and get
published. A few years ago, Mike published Invisible Mirrors with Corridor
Elephant editions. Packaging his images into a narrative was an integral
part of the editing process. He asked himself what his best pieces were,
then what narrative or thread was connecting each of these images. For
him, unicity in his work is more easily achieved because of the short window
of time and place that he allows himself to shoot: 8-10am on his way to
work. Once Mike had to choose 200 pictures based on his PhotoVogue
portfolio – curated by a PhotoVogue editor: “Whether we agree with the
curator or not, an external eye can make us see patterns in our work that
we wouldn’t have seen otherwise. This helped me improve my editing skills
© Mike Lee

to be published / accepted.”
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NARRATIVES

Making series in street photography (1/2)
CASE STUDY: MELISSA BREYER

Steam Systems
“I think of my whole body of work as one on-going series. Part
of that is because I don’t have the chance to photograph
outside of NYC very often which defines a theme already, but

also because I have narrowed down my style to a pretty
streamlined version of what I want to document and express.
Within that, more specific themes may emerge as a series. I
am definitely drawn to certain themes, and if I find myself

collecting a number of photos that I like that share
commonalities – and I feel that they have stories to tell as a
collection – then I start looking for more with the idea of

© Melissa Breyer

grouping them together.”
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© Melissa Breyer

© Melissa Breyer

© Melissa Breyer
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© Melissa Breyer

© Melissa Breyer
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NARRATIVES

Making series in street photography (2/2)

CASE STUDY: MARTIN U. WALTZ
New Year’s Eve, Backstage
“Themes are preferred subjects, stuff I just care about, lenses
through which I see the world. They are created at posteriori
through looking at patterns across my work. Unlike themes, my

series are quite intentional, but are not always thought
conceptually. They are built on unicity in places and moods,
and are more documentary than the rest of my work.
Eventually, I am inspired by the flow, by the moment. Series
will always be an evolving dialogue created from the raw
material, not the other way around.”

© Martin U. Waltz
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© Martin U. Waltz

© Martin U. Waltz

© Martin U. Waltz
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© Martin U. Waltz

© Martin U. Waltz
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NARRATIVES

Conclusion
▪

Narratives are what connect images across our work: a way to
provide meaning beyond any single image, and to be
remembered among many photographers and artists

▪

Street photography, by its candid and spontaneous nature,
makes it harder to articulate intentional narratives – yet
published authors have not chosen their images randomly

▪

We can tell narratives in various ways: broadly, through
showcasing a portfolio, or through narrow bodies of work –
either themes, series or projects

▪

Unicity in places, time, situations, moods or subject matters
provides the foundation for presenting images in a meaningful
and coherent way

▪

Eventually, to prevent against becoming formulaic, many street
photographers create series organically, through a combination
of intention and improvisation
© Nima Taradji
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432. Ongoing revolution

It’s a journey, not a destination. We keep changing.
We keep evolving.
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“An artist has a voice, but it’s constantly evolving,
it’s a process in the making. It’s always too early to
know who we are as an artist. Creativity is not
predictability… It’s really the opposite.”
Rohit Vohra
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The constancy of change

For human beings, life means change. The constancy of
change in an artists’ life is perhaps the only certainty that we
are allowed to have. The street photographers interviewed for

this project all agree on this: our art is changing, just as we are.
It’s a continuous revolution for the artist.

Mike Lee summarizes this process of change this way: “To be
brief, I am instinctive. I may often not get it right, but this is part
of the learning process. What I saw three years ago, for
example, isn’t what I am looking for now, and that — of course
— will change in time. I also find images taken over the last
past years that now fit with my current vision & narrative.”

© Mike Lee
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Letting the door open to change
For some photographers, like Melissa Breyer, their vision has

slowly refined over time, but change is always welcome:
“I don’t think I ever stop feeling creative, but I sometimes feel like
I want to break out of certain themes I’ve been exploring for fear
of becoming formulaic. But finding new ways of seeing is such an

organic process; it can’t be forced. I am patient with myself and
trust that I will fall into the themes that are natural for my
progression. Every little step I take might be creative, but the path
is winding and passive. Sometimes I’ll go for very long walks and
not take a shot, and that’s fine because the experience was no
less meaningful. I am quite content of where I am today, but I am
© Melissa Breyer

always hoping for something new – a small change – that will
keep me curious and interested.”
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For some other artists, like Rohit Vohra, life is

“Finding your voice in street photography is

a series of challenges, a constant process of

creativity – the contrary of predictability.

change which is the core of their inspiration

Creativity is not an end. It’s an ever going

and endless creativity.

change within the artist.”

Rohit Vohra
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Embracing challenge as a way of life

Earlier in his life, Rohit Vohra was shooting everything. Now
he’s thinking about what’s next: “Can I do something
differently?” He looks for joy, as he is not self-motivated. He
needs to challenge himself by setting new constraints to his
creativity. “I don’t like being predictable and I don’t want to be
a slave to a style. I like doing new things and experiment a
lot, these days I am shooting a lot with flash. It’s an ongoing
process... The experience is always unique. Despite working

from one style to another, I believe I am able to see unicity in
my work, though this is not what I am trying to achieve.”
© Rohit Vohra
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Restoring our lost creativity
Rohit Vohra further reveals his own tactics to find inspiration and

overcome any creativity blocks: “I read a lot, not just photo books,
or essays. I read anything and everything. I am always asking
myself questions, this really helps in creating mind maps and that
often leads to new ideas and creativity. Yes, we all stop feeling

creative at some point especially if one has been shooting for
long. Different things work for different people. What works for me
is taking a break, travelling, reading a nice book, or going out to
shoot without a camera. Shooting without the camera enables us
to see more and it’s a great exercise for the brain. One doesn’t
feel the pressure of taking pictures when you step out without the
© Rohit Vohra

camera. Sometimes a movie, a song or just great design will
inspire you.”
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Expanding one’s creative horizon
Arek Rataj and Martin U. Waltz have shared their interest in exploring
new photography genres, beyond pure street photography. In Arek’s
words: “There’s only so much that I can achieve through opportunistic
and situational photography. The reality is that I am interested in
capturing bigger stories, that are documentary in essence, and that I
can orchestrate from start to finish.” For Martin, street photography has
clear limitations. It is too reliant on chance, and there’s no certainty of
output. “You need to want to love the process more than the result…”
He’s currently interested in exploring urban and people photography
with more staging and control, as well as documenting big stories but
with a street photography vision, raw and authentic. Finally, Rammy
Narula has started a new project: it’s no longer about people and
places, and it’s all about light and creation of shapes and patterns
through light. This is clearly a new direction for Rammy, putting human

© Rammy Narula

beings as secondary subjects.
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Case study: Nima Taradji
Nima Taradji used to be a talented street photographer. But
his evolution as a photographer took him beyond the narrow sphere
of street photography to focus on intentional storytelling: the major
difference, according to him, between pure street and documentary
photography. For Nima, street is more of a tactic than a genre itself,
and he uses his street photography skills to capture the real people
and communities making up our world, especially those at risk of
being forgotten. When looking at Nima’s street photography and
documentary work, we recognize the same themes and patterns
repeating themselves across genres (e.g., focus on hands to
express individuality). And yet, his projects – whether political,
social or cultural – are as different from one another as the people
making them. The people themselves determine the visual feel and
style of the series, as does Nima’s point of view, subtly overlaid

© Nima Taradji

onto the 15-20 frames that will become his final story.
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Nima Taradji
“Street photography is a tactic,
not a strategy. I approach all my

documentary work with this
approach. My work nowadays has
evolved: it is no longer meant to
create a single image that tells

everything.”
© Nima Taradji

© Nima Taradji

© Nima Taradji

© Nima Taradji

“Everybody has a unique vision. They just need to find it” says Nima Taradji. “But when you do it for many years, it’s always the same thing that comes out of you – it’s an
ever going series. Themes and subjects or particular obsessions repeat themselves across pictures, no matter what genres and can be conscious or very unconscious. I
never noticed that I paid so much attention to hands before meeting with David J. Carol.”

© Nima Taradji

© Nima Taradji

A key differentiator between documentary and street photography lies on
level of planning and intent (a serious project to document versus just
shooting for pleasure). This becomes a very deliberate process, with

oftentimes an amount of upfront research, getting in touch with
organizations, getting people to talk to him and to trust him. This has
become Nima’s preferred approach nowadays.
© Nima Taradji

© Nima Taradji

© Nima Taradji

600 native American Eskimos leave on an island that is sinking and will disappear in the
next 10-20 years. While the culture will disappear, moving the entire population in a
different place would cost billions. Nima researched the subject beforehand, but the

subject became its own on the field, at proximity of the people. Nima doesn’t care about
the place itself, his story is always about the people to whom this is happening.
© Nima Taradji
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Conclusion
▪

Photographers and artists experience constant change, giving
birth to new artistic directions throughout their life. Their vision
and voice change as well with time.

▪

Some photographers have narrowed down their vision enough
to be content where they are, while others thrive on new
sources of challenges or new projects to pursue

▪

Finding ongoing inspiration sometimes requires to take a
beginner’s mind, looking at the world as if we were seeing for
the very first time through reading books or practicing
photography without a camera for example

▪

Some photographers are also looking beyond pure street
photography for their next challenge, looking to explore new
visual genres such as documentary photography

▪

Change is to be embraced, not feared. It’s always too soon to
determine who we are as an artist. Creativity is the contrary of
predictability.

© Nima Taradji
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Final words
This book has been a long journey for me. The density of the insights and personal perspectives that I have gathered through initial interviews
posed a real challenge at first: how to represent, as faithfully and intelligibly, an entire repertoire of thoughts and perspectives from 8 of the most
exciting street photographers I know? Creating the story underpinning this book took a lot of thoughts, but as this was figured out, the rest became
evident. I not only admire these photographers for their genuine talent as artists – I also truly admire the way they speak about themselves, and
about their passion of street photography. It led me to understand what, at the core, was the street photographer’s creative paradox, and how to

break down elements of creativity to make sense of their intuitive decision-making processes. But it also allowed me to go further and understand
through the broader perspective of their lives the journey it takes to develop a vision. Unsurprisingly, the leading theme was that of self-discovery,
as we cannot become who we are meant to be unless we go through a necessary effort of self-exploration. Understanding this process was
understanding the essence of creativity in a dynamic perspective – not as a fixed outcome, but as an evolving process that grows and changes
with us as artists. I want to conclude here by thanking once again these 8 photographers for their invaluable contribution to this project. I would
have never gotten that far myself, in my thinking, and this book would have never come to life without you. I also want to thank my future readers
for their insatiable curiosity, and for their patience as they go through this lengthy analysis!
I wish you an extraordinary journey.

Marie Laigneau
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A deliberate attempt to articulate a
purpose or narrative

CONCLUSION

The map of
creativity

4

Bringing in external
perspectives to evolve
our vision and generate
new ideas / narratives

Deepening our
understanding of
ourselves to nurture and
grow our artistic vision

Personal
vision

IDEAS:
CONCEPTUAL

INTERNAL
DRIVERS

3

CREATIVITY

Artistic
influences
Artistic influences and
encounters that are
shaping how we see

2

Internal
experience

An internal, highly intuitive
process leading to
photography output

EXTERNAL
DRIVERS

REALITY:
EXPERIENTIAL

Our thoughts, feelings and
unique ways of relating to
the world

1
Experimenting with new
subjects, going outside of
our comfort zone, expanding
our horizons

External
environment
The people, places and situations
that we come across on the streets

Capturing the world in
unique ways, influenced
by our desires, thoughts
and emotions.
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